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Abstract. Nudges are often defended on the basis that they merely substitute
existing influences on choice with other influences that are similar in kind; they
introduce no new kind of influence into the choice situation. I motivate the view
that, if this defence succeeds in establishing the moral innocuousness of typical
nudges, it also establishes the moral innocuousness of an intuitively wrongful
neurochemical intervention. I then consider two attempts to rebut this view and
argue that both fail. I end by spelling out four stances that the proponent of the
defence might adopt in response to my argument.
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The staff in a University cafeteria wish to encourage healthier eating choices among
customers. It happens that a recently discovered and safe drug is capable of
augmenting a person’s motivation to eat healthy foods. When inhaled, the drug
enters the motivational centres of the brain and chemically induces a mild desire to
eat foods with certain flavours—flavours generally possessed by vegetables.
Knowing these facts, cafeteria staff arrange to have the drug sprayed into the air
via a sprinkler system. Though it is widely known that some cafeterias employ such
strategies, and the spray is visible, most customers do not consider the possibility
that this particular cafeteria might be employing such measures, and the cafeteria
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staff do nothing to draw the measure to customers’ attention.ii The measure results
in some customers choosing healthier options than they would otherwise have
selected.

Call the intervention described here Cafeteria Spray. Many philosophers—especially those
operating primarily within a deontological framework—would think that Cafeteria Spray
wrongs—that is, infringes a pro tanto duty owed to—the cafeteria’s customers, or at least, those
among them whose choice is influenced by the measure and who do not consent to it.iii Indeed,
there is now a burgeoning literature attempting to explain why, precisely, nonconsensual
neurochemical interventions, of which Cafeteria Spray is an example, wrong their targets. These
attempts appeal to the ways in which these interventions interfere with the bodies and minds of
their targets, objectify those individuals, or bypass their psychological or rational faculties.iv
By contrast, many would find it less morally problematic were the cafeteria staff to
realize the same outcome through nudging—that is, through (a) altering an individual’s
environment, (b) in order to influence her choices, (c) by harnessing rapid, low-effort decisionmaking heuristics, such as ‘choose what is most salient’, ‘stick with the default’ or ‘listen to
people you recognise’. Consider this paradigmatic nudge, which I will call Cafeteria Nudge:
The staff in a University cafeteria wish to encourage healthier eating choices among
the cafeteria’s customers. Knowing that foods placed at eye-level will be more
salient to customers than foods placed elsewhere, and that customers will thus be
more inclined to choose those foods, they ensure that shelves at eye level are always
filled with the healthiest options. Though it is widely known that some cafeterias
employ such strategies, most customers do not consider the possibility that this
particular cafeteria might be employing them, and the cafeteria staff do nothing to
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draw the measure to customers’ attention. The measure results in some customers
choosing healthier options than they would otherwise have selected.v
Most would, I venture, find this intervention less morally troubling than Cafeteria Spray. Indeed,
many commentators hold that nudges are typically morally innocuous, by which I mean that
they do not wrong the nudgee. Several arguments have been offered in defence of this view.vi
One of these—and the one that will be my focus—appeals to the claim that nudges typically
influence the nudgees’ choices only in ways in which their choices would also have been
influenced in the absence of the nudge. Typical nudges introduce no new kind of influence;
they merely substitute one set of influences for another that is similar in kind.vii Discussing
nudges that consist in altering the default option faced by the nudgee, one commentator puts it
thus:
it’s not the case that switching the default option introduces influences into a situation previously
devoid of influences; it simply substitutes one set of influences for another. Alterations of the choice
architecture thus need not reduce liberty, since the status quo contains patterns of influence that
cannot be assumed to be innocent in this regard simply because they emerged in free market
interactions.viii

The argument of interest to me here can be characterised generically as follows:
(1) For some intervention (or set of interventions) x, all of the influences that x exerts
on individuals’ choices are influences of a kind that would also have been present
in the absence of x.
(2) An intervention does not wrong its target(s) if all of the influences it exerts on
their choices are influences of a kind that would also have applied to those choices
in the absence of the intervention.
Therefore
(3) Intervention (or set of interventions) x does not wrong its target(s).ix
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I will refer to this argument as ‘the Mere Substitution Defence’ or sometimes simply ‘the
Defence’, and to those who invoke it in support of typical nudges as ‘Nudge Defenders’. In this
article, I argue that if the Defence succeeds in relation to typical nudges—that is, if it establishes
that typical nudges are morally innocuous in the sense specified by (3)—then it also succeeds in
relation to an intuitively wrongful neurochemical intervention.
I begin, in the next section, by outlining how the Mere Substitution Defence might be
applied to typical nudges, using Cafeteria Nudge as an exemplar. I then, in the subsequent section,
motivate my view that if the Defence succeeds when applied to typical nudges, it also succeeds
when applied to an intuitively wrongful neurochemical intervention: namely, Cafeteria Spray.
Next, I consider two ways in which a Nudge Defender might seek to rebut this view, establishing
that the Defence fails in relation to Cafeteria Spray, though not in relation to typical nudges. I
argue that neither attempt succeeds in showing that the defence fails for all intuitively wrongful
variants of Cafeteria Spray. Finally, I spell out the options that my argument leaves open to Nudge
Defenders, suggesting that each involves a significant concession.
Before proceeding to my argument, however, I must offer an important qualification.
The Mere Substitution Defence relies on the thought that influences can be divided into kinds.
But tricky questions will arise in individuating kinds of influence. Clearly, all nudges will
introduce influences that differ in some minor descriptive ways from the influences that they
replace. Consider again Cafeteria Nudge. There will presumably be many small differences
between the influences introduced by Cafeteria Nudge and the influences that they replace. For
example, it may be that one staff member, Jack, placed the healthy foods at eye level, whereas,
had the nudge not been employed, another staff member, Jill, would have done the food
placement. So the nudged customers are influenced by Jack, whereas they would otherwise
have been influenced by Jill. Or it may be that the healthy foods were placed at eye level on a
Tuesday, whereas the food arrangement would otherwise have been done on a Wednesday.
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So, the nudged customers are subject to a Tuesday-originating influence, whereas they would
otherwise have been subject to a Wednesday-originating influence.
If the Mere Substitution Defence is to find any interesting application at all, minor
descriptive differences such as these cannot be deemed to be differences in kind. Which
differences should be counted as differences in kind, then? In the name of charity to Nudge
Defenders, I will assume that only morally relevant differences should be counted, where a morally
relevant difference is one that renders the substituting influence more morally problematic than
the substituted influence. Differences that are not morally relevant need not trouble the
proponent of the Defence since one cannot wrong someone by substituting for one influence
another that is no more problematic. Or so I will assume. I will henceforth take it as read that
differences in ‘kind’, for the purposes of the Mere Substitution Defence, must be morally
relevant differences.

The Mere Substitution Defence Applied to Nudging

Nudge Defenders adduce the Mere Substitution Defence in support of typical nudges. In this
section, I briefly illustrate how they might do so, using one typical nudge—Cafeteria Nudge—as
an exemplar. Recall that Cafeteria Nudge involves arranging various meal offerings such that
healthier foods lie at eye level, while less healthy foods are placed elsewhere. By increasing the
salience of the heathy foods, it succeeds in influencing some customers to choose these foods
when they would not otherwise have done so.
Does this intervention introduce a new kind of influence into the choice situation?
Nudge Defenders will hold that it does not. They may note that some foods will need to be
placed at eye level and some in other locations. Thus, some foods will be more salient than
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others. The nudge merely arranges things such that this salience militates in favour of choosing
the healthy option.
However, as many protagonists in the philosophical debate on nudging have noticed,
there is at least one significant—and possibly morally relevant—difference between the
influences created by most nudges and the influences they replace. Whereas, the influences
introduced by nudges, including Cafeteria Nudge, are created by others with the intention of
influencing the choices or conduct of nudgees, the influences they replace are in many cases
‘accidental’: they are either not the product of intentional action or not the product of an
intention to influence choices. x
Why think that this difference could be morally relevant? Perhaps because it could have
an impact on autonomy. Some would argue that one is sometimes less autonomous when one
is intentionally influenced by others than when one is influenced by accidental features of one’s
situation, even if the influences are otherwise similar. This view is implied, for instance, by
conceptions of autonomy according to which autonomy requires independence from the
control, coercion or manipulation of others.xi It is also able to accommodate some widely held
intuitions. As J. S. Blumenthal-Barby notes in discussing the distinction between accidental and
intentional influences, “[t]o see the importance [of this distinction] we need only consider why
it is that we think that something like slavery is so morally egregious: it is not just because the
slave is not able to govern himself, it is because he is governed by someone else. The master has
imposed his will on the slave in a way that the slave would not endorse.”xii It could be argued
that, when one’s choices are influenced by the intentional actions of another agent, one’s
choices may fail to be independent of her manipulation. In this vein, Till Grüne-Yanoff suggests
that nudge polices “are manipulative [in part] because the government employs them with the
intention of affecting people’s choices”,xiii while Daniel Hausman and Brynn Welch maintain
that “[t]here remains an important difference between choices that are intentionally shaped
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and choices that are not. Even when unshaped choices would have been just as strongly
influenced by deliberative flaws, calculated shaping of choices still imposes the will of one agent
on another.”xiv By contrast, merely allowing accidental influences to exert their effect arguably
involves no control, coercion or manipulation. On certain conceptions of autonomy, then,
nudges may sometimes replace less autonomy-threatening accidental influences with more
autonomy-threatening (for example, because manipulative) intentional ones.xv
There is also another important—and possibly morally relevant—way in which the
influences introduced by nudges often differ from those they replace: they are likely to differ in
direction.xvi That is, they are likely to militate in favour of different choices. Proponents of the
Mere Substitution Defence often note that the direction of influences produced by a nudger
could have come about accidentally. For example, the healthy foods could have been placed at
eye level even if the foods were arranged randomly, and if they were, the customers would have
been influenced in the precisely the same direction as they in fact were by the nudge. However,
though this could have been the case, it will often not be true that it would have been the case.
Instead, in many cases, the substituting influences will militate in favour of different choices
than the substituted influences. In the absence of Cafeteria Nudge, it is likely that the food
arrangement would have been different, and would have militated in favour of choosing
different foods. Indeed, if there were not at least a chance that the nudge would alter the
direction of influence, there would have been no point in pursuing it.
As with the difference between accidental and intentional influences, it is possible that
differences in direction of influence are, at least in some cases, morally relevant. Suppose an
individual customer of our imagined cafeteria weakly but autonomously prefers to eat only
unhealthy foods at the point at which he enters the cafeteria, and, as it happens, in the absence
of Cafeteria Nudge, product placement would have militated in favour of his choosing unhealthy
foods. Against this background, the influence introduced by Cafeteria Nudge, which favours the
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selection of healthy foods, works against this customer’s autonomous preference, whereas the
influence it replaces would have been aligned with the preference. xvii Though this will of course
depend on precisely how we conceive of autonomy, it might follow that Cafeteria Nudge has
compromised the autonomy of, and perhaps thereby wronged, this customer.
How might Nudge Defenders respond to these observations? One option would be to
severely restrict the scope of the Defence so that it applies only to cases in which, had the
intervention not been employed, the targeted individuals would nevertheless have been
subjected to intentional influences with the same direction. However, this would be a major
concession; it would take almost all nudges beyond the scope of the Defence. More likely, then,
Nudge Defenders will respond by denying that differences in intentionality and direction are
always morally relevant, and thus that they always block the application of the Mere
Substitution Defence to typical nudges. Typical nudges can alter the intentionality and
direction of the influences exerted on nudgees while nevertheless falling within the scope of the
Defence.

The Mere Substitution Defence Applied to Cafeteria Spray

We will return to this idea below. But for now, let us turn to consider the neurochemical
intervention, Cafeteria Spray. Recall that Cafeteria Spray involves dispersing a drug that, when
inhaled, chemically induces a mild desire to eat foods with certain flavours—flavours generally
possessed by vegetables. Does this intervention fall within the scope of the Mere Substitution
Defence?
It might initially seem obvious that it does not. It might seem that, in spraying the
chemical into the air, cafeteria staff introduce a new kind of influence—an influence that differs
in kind from the influences that would otherwise have been present.xviii Initial appearances can
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be deceptive, however. In this section, I assume that the Mere Substitution Defence establishes
the moral innocuousness of typical nudges, and explain why I think that, on this assumption,
the Defence also establishes the moral innocuousness of Cafeteria Spray. To be clear, my
argument in this section should be understood only as an attempt to motivate this view, not as a
full defence of it; in the next section I will buttress the view by outlining and rebutting two
attempts to refute it.
My argument begins with the observation that all of our choices are influenced by
certain pre-existing motivational states and dispositions (henceforth simply ‘motivations’).
Suppose that you are deciding between buying a bottle of water and a cup of coffee. You opt
for the coffee. Clearly, in making this choice, you will be influenced by a range of pre-existing
motivations such as your level of thirst, your desire to experience the taste of coffee and water,
whether you plan to engage in activities that you think could be aided by a caffeine boost, and
so on. Let us refer to these pre-existing motivations collectively as the motivational context of your
choice.
This motivational context will be at least influenced (and perhaps determined) by
chemical features of your brain, body and environment—by the chemical context of your choice.
For instance, your level of thirst is influenced by the level of a hormone—angiotensin II—in
the ventricles of your brain, which is in turn influenced by your blood pressure and the
concentration of your bodily fluids, which are in turn influenced by the salt content of your
food. More generally, the chemistry of our brains, bodies and environment influences the
motivational context of our choices, and thus the choices themselves.
The influence of chemistry on our motivations, and thus choices, is clearest in cases
where an unusual chemical state leads to unusual motivations, as, for example, where the
hormones of early pregnancy lead to cravings for certain foods, very low blood sugar levels
produce extreme hunger and impatience, or the administration of certain brain-active drugs
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induces apathy. But work in psychology and neuroscience has also revealed numerous less
obvious chemical influences on our motivations and thus choices. For example, research in
empirical moral psychology has identified a role for the serotonergic neurotransmitter system
in modulating motivations and decisions regarding whether to co-operate,xix how to respond to
unfair treatment,xx and which option to take when presented with a putative moral dilemma.xxi
Of course, from a philosophical standpoint, it should not be surprising that chemical factors
affect our motivations; many accept that the mind supervenes on the physico-chemical
properties of our brains, and even mind-body dualists, who reject this view, typically concede
that bodily states can exert a causal influence on the mind, and thus on our choices.xxii
I take it to be clear, then, that our motivations, and thus choices, are influenced by
chemical factors. In some rare cases, these chemical factors are deliberately controlled, either
by ourselves or by others, for the purposes of influencing our motivation and thus choices. But
for the most part, the chemical factors that bear on our motivations and choices are a matter
of accident—they are determined either by genetic factors or by features of our environment
that were not created with the intention of influencing our choices. Our choices are influenced
by accidental chemical features of the world.
With these thoughts in mind, let us return to consider Cafeteria Spray. This intervention
exerts an influence on the choices of customers exposed to it, and it does so through chemical
means. However, in light of what has just been said, those customers’ choices would in any case
have been subject to accidental chemical influences. The actions of the cafeteria staff simply
replace one set of chemical influences with another. Of course, those new influences were
intentional, whereas the chemical influences they replace were likely accidental. Moreover, they
likely differ in direction. However, as we have seen, the analogous claims are true of many
typical nudges also. To establish that typical nudges are morally innocuous, Nudge Defenders
must allow that the differences in intentionality and direction are not—or not always—morally
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relevant differences. Only then will they be entitled to claim that, though typical nudges often
replace accidental with intentional influences on choice, they nevertheless introduce no new
kind of influence, so the Mere Substitution Defence still applies. But on that assumption, it is
not obvious why we should think that differences in intentionality and direction are morally
relevant with respect to Cafeteria Spray. And if they are not, the Defence will, it seems, apply to
that case also.

Responses

An obvious objection to my argument of the previous section would hold that it relies on an
overly coarse-grained account of the kind of intervention exemplified by Cafeteria Spray. I
characterised that kind of intervention as a ‘chemical influence on motivation and thus choice’.
But we could of course characterise it more narrowly. For example, we could characterise the
kind of influence exemplified by Cafeteria Spray as the influence on motivation and thus choice
of chemicals contained in airborne particles. Perhaps, had the cafeteria staff not released the spray, the
cafeteria air would have contained no airborne particles of a kind that influence motivation.
On this finer-grained specification of the kind of influence involved here, we can say that, had
the cafeteria staff not pursued Cafeteria Spray, no influence of the same kind would have
existed.xxiii
But recall that, to qualify as a difference in kind, the substituting and substituted
influences must differ in a morally relevant way. Yet the present objection appears to invoke a
morally irrelevant difference; it is not clear that or why it is more morally problematic to have
one’s motivations influenced by chemicals contained in airborne particles than to have them
influenced by non-airborne but otherwise similar chemical influences, such as chemicals on
surfaces that are absorbed through the skin or chemicals in foods that we eat.xxiv
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Our question, then, should be this: are there morally relevant differences between the
influences introduced by Cafeteria Spray and those they replace? In what follows, I consider two
attempts to show that there are, and thus to block the application of the Mere Substitution
Defence to Cafeteria Spray.

Differences in Strength and Phenomenal Character
The first attempt appeals to the strength and phenomenal character of the influences
introduced by Cafeteria Spray. It is natural to think that the influences introduced by Cafeteria
Spray would be rather strong, and certainly stronger than the influences they replace. It is also
plausible that they would differ in their phenomenal character—in how they feel to the
customers. It may be, for example, that the motivations produced by the drug feel irresistible
in a way that the motivations produced by the background chemical milieu do not. Perhaps
these differences are morally relevant, and qualify as differences in kind.
This suggestion faces at least two problems, however. First, it would, of course, be
possible to more finely specify Cafeteria Spray such that the influences it introduces are neither
stronger than, nor different in phenomenal character to, those they replace. There would then
be no strength-based or phenomenal difference in kind between the substituted and substituting
influences. The Mere Substitution Defence could then be applied to thus more fully specified
variant of Cafeteria Spray, yielding the counter-intuitive result that it is not wrongful.
Of course, it might be claimed that this is of no practical import: in almost all
neurochemical interventions that might in fact be employed, there would be at least minor
differences in phenomenal character and strength between the influences introduced by the
intervention and those they replace. The chance that there is no difference is so small that, for
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practical purposes, it can be ignored. And minor differences in strength and phenomenal
character are, it might be claimed, sufficient to block the Mere Substitution Defence.
However—and this brings us to the second problem—Nudge Defenders must allow
that minor differences in strength or phenomenal character are morally irrelevant. If they do
not, they will undermine their own defence of nudging since, though this has not been widely
acknowledged, many typical nudges will also create influences that are somewhat stronger than
or different in phenomenal character to those they replace. Consider again Cafeteria Nudge.
Suppose that, had this nudge not been employed, foods would have been distributed not in
such a way as to produce healthy choices, but simply so as to minimise re-stocking time. This,
let us suppose, would have resulted in bottles of water being placed at eye level. Would this
have resulted in an influence identical in strength and phenomenal character to that actually
exerted by the nudge—that is, the placement of healthy foods at eye level? Probably not. Most
likely, the salience of bottled water placed at eye level will somewhat differ, in both its
phenomenal character and motivational strength, from the salience of healthy foods placed in
the same position.
Given possibilities such as this, Nudge Defenders must hold that, at least within a certain
range, differences in strength and phenomenal character are not morally relevant. But on that
view, if Cafeteria Spray, or any other neurochemical intervention, produced influences that differ
only slightly in strength or phenomenal character from those they replace, which it clearly
might, then the difference will be morally irrelevant, and the Mere Substitution Defence can
still apply.

Intentional Bodily Influence
A second attempt to block the application of the Mere Substitution Defence to Cafeteria Spray
would appeal to the role of the body in mediating the influence exerted by this intervention.
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The influences introduced by Cafeteria Spray were produced via intentionally and directly (that is,
without psychological mediation) influencing bodily states. The cafeteria staff intentionally alter the
customers’ neurochemical, and thus bodily, states. Moreover, they alter them not by engaging
psychological processes, such as perception, but through brute physico-chemical
mechanisms—mechanisms with no psychological correlates. By contrast, the influences that
are replaced by this intervention—the background chemical influences on motivation—were
not, we may assume, produced via intentional and direct bodily influence.
This difference may be morally relevant, since it may affect whether the right to bodily
integrity is implicated. A right to bodily integrity, understood here as a right against bodily
interference,xxv is widely accepted in moral, legal, and political philosophy, where it has played
an especially prominent role in discussions of the wrongfulness of nonconsensual sex, organ
harvesting and medical intervention. xxvi Intentionally and directly influencing a person’s
internal bodily chemistry, at least when done without that person’s consent, is often thought to
infringe a person’s right to bodily integrity. So the influences introduced by Cafeteria Spray might
be thought to infringe this right. On the other hand, merely allowing accidental features of a
person’s bodily and environmental chemical milieu to exert an influence would not standardly
be taken to infringe this right. This suggests that the background influences replaced by Cafeteria
Spray would not infringe this right. Cafeteria Spray may, then, infringe the customers’ rights, and
in a way that they would not, in the absence of the nudge, have been infringed; it may substitute
bodily-integrity-infringing for non-bodily-integrity-infringing forms of influence.
Perhaps here we have found a way of blocking the application of the Mere Substitution
Defence to Cafeteria Spray. If we have, we will also, I think, have found a way of morally
separating Cafeteria Spray from typical nudges, for typical nudges surely do not infringe the right
to bodily integrity. Of course, insofar as nudges affect the mind, and the mind supervenes on
the brain, nudges affect neural, and thus bodily, states. But it is doubtful that they are intended
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to do so, and it is doubtful that the right to bodily integrity protects against unintended bodily
influence. Furthermore, the bodily alterations produced by nudging are produced by engaging
psychological processes, whereas the right to bodily integrity is normally understood as
protecting only against direct influence on the body. This gives us a further reason to deny that
nudges infringe the right to bodily integrity.
Appealing to the right to bodily integrity to explain the wrongfulness of Cafeteria Spray
is, however, a risky strategy for the Nudge Defender to take, for though nudges do not infringe
the right to bodily integrity as it is normally understood, they plausibly do infringe the deeper
rights which ground bodily integrity.
Let me explain. The right to bodily integrity is seldom taken to be a rock-bottom feature
of morality. Rather, it is normally thought to derive from some deeper right(s), such as rights of
personal sovereignty or personal autonomy (henceforth, ‘rights over the person’).xxvii On this
view, to infringe the right to bodily integrity is just to infringe rights over the person, and to do
so in a particular kind of way—by interfering with the person’s body. However, rights over the
person can also be infringed by influences that do not interfere with the body. And indeed, they
are precisely the rights that many opponents of nudging would claim are threatened by nudges
by virtue of the way in which nudges interfere with our motivations and choices. Those
opponents claim that, in replacing accidental with intentional influences on motivation and
choice, nudges replace influences that do not infringe rights over the person with influences
that—perhaps because they are manipulative—do.
Of course, Nudge Defenders can deny this. They can deny that intentional influences
on motivation always infringe rights over the person. But can they do so in a way that is
consistent with holding that the bodily influence introduced in Cafeteria Spray does infringe such
rights?
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Those who defend nudging against personal autonomy- or personal sovereignty-based
objections normally do so by arguing that, within certain constraints—which nudges typically
satisfy—influencing another’s motivations does not threaten such autonomy or sovereignty—
at least, not to the degree that it infringes any right over the person. The most frequently
mentioned constraints are that the influence must be type-transparent (i.e., people must be made
aware of the fact that influences of this type are sometimes employed),xxviii that it must be easy
to avoid, xxix and that it must not harness any irrationality in the influencee. xxx However, if
influences on motivation infringe no rights over the person when they meet these criteria, we
might suspect that the same will be true of influences on the body when they meet analogous
criteria. Moreover, it is plausible that the bodily influences introduced in Cafeteria Spray could
meet these criteria. There seems no reason to suppose that Cafeteria Spray harnesses any
irrationality.xxxi And if we suppose that the government informs citizens that some cafeterias
are using this spray, and that it is easy for customers to avoid such cafeterias—for example, by
asking staff whether they are employing the spray, and dining elsewhere if they are—then the
type transparency and easy avoidability conditions will also be met. Nevertheless, it is intuitively
plausible that this version of Cafeteria Spray remains wrongful.
The challenge for proponents of the Mere Substitution Defence is, then, to explain why
the intentional, direct influence on the body introduced in Cafeteria Spray infringes rights over
the person, even when it is type-transparent, easy to avoid and harnesses no irrationality, yet
the intentional influences on motivation and choice introduced by typical nudges do not
infringe those rights. Perhaps proponents of the Mere Substitution Defence will be able to
answer this challenge. This is, however, work that remains to be done.

Implications
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I have now motivated the view that, if the Mere Substitution Defence succeeds in relation to
typical nudges, then it also succeeds in relation to Cafeteria Spray. I have also considered two
attempts to refute that view. I argued that these attempts fail to block the application of the
Defence to at least some intuitively wrongful variants of Cafeteria Spray—namely, those in which
the chemical influences introduced by the spray differ only slightly in strength and phenomenal
character from background chemical influences, and in which the intervention is typetransparent, easy to avoid, and harnesses no irrationality.
How might a Nudge Defender respond to my argument? There are four broad routes
available.
One option would be to bite the bullet—to accept that the relevant variants of Cafeteria
Spray are morally innocuous: they do not wrong those whom they target, counterintuitive as
this may be.
Another option would be to concede that some typical nudges do wrong those subjected
to them—to concede, in other words, that the Mere Substitution Defence fails in its original
application. For example, one could allow that typical nudges wrong those subjected to them
whenever they replace accidental with intentional influences.
I take it that the Nudge Defender will find neither of these options attractive; she will
want to sustain the view that typical nudges are morally innocuous without being committed to
the moral innocuousness of any intuitively wrongful variants of Cafeteria Spray. This brings us to
the third option: the Nudge Defender might confront my argument head-on. She might seek
to establish, contrary to my argument in the previous section, that, whereas typical nudges fall
within the scope of the Mere Substitution Defence, intuitively wrongful variants of Cafeteria Spray
do not.
The most promising variant of this strategy would, I think, develop the line that we were
pursuing at the end of the previous section. The Nudge Defender might seek to show that
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intentional and direct influences on the body threaten rights over the person in a way that
intentional influences on motivation do not. However, considerable further philosophical work
would need to be done to establish this result, and I see no reason to assume in advance that
this project will succeed.
Finally, the fourth option would be for the Nudge Defender to simply insist—without
arguing—that the influences introduced by Cafeteria Spray differ in kind from those that they
replace, whereas those introduced by typical nudges do not. In defence of this view, she might
note that it aligns well with widely shared intuitions. Many people will, I suppose, intuit that
Cafeteria Nudge merely substitutes influences but Cafeteria Spray does not. This, the Nudge
Defender might claim, puts the burden of proof on anyone who wishes to deny that there is a
difference between these interventions with respect to the Mere Substitution Defence.
However, this response also comes at a significant cost. We do not, in philosophy,
typically take bare intuition as fully satisfactory basis for accepting a view. We have a stronger
basis for accepting an intuitively plausible view when we can also offer a philosophical rationale
for the view, and a weaker basis when we lack one. Taking this fourth response, then, leaves
the Mere Substitution Defence of nudging unsatisfyingly exposed.
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